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t Introduction
In Biblios, you play the part of an 

abbot at the head of a monastery 

during the Middle Ages. Seeking to 

amass the most illustrious library, 

you compete with other abbots to 

obtain highly treasured holy books 

and manuscripts. You attain your goal 

by acquiring the resources necessary 

for decorative lettering, hiring the 

best scribes, and reproducing the 

most precious works; however, you 

have a limited amount of gold at 

your disposal. Furthermore, you must 

maintain a rapport with the bishop, 

whose influence could make your 

library that much more glorious.

t Contents
s���3CRIPTORIUM��#ATEGORY�6ALUE�"OARD	
s���SIXSIDED�DICE
s����CARDS

 

t Goal
The goal in Biblios is to earn the most 

6ICTORY�0OINTS��9OU�EARN�6ICTORY�0OINTS�
at the end of the game by having a 

higher score in a category than anyone 

else.

At the end of the game, each category 

IS�WORTH�FROM���TO���6ICTORY�0OINTS��
which will be indicated by the dice on 

the Scriptorium. At the start of the 

game, all dice start at 3, but these 

values may change during the game. 

The player with the highest total 

points in that category will earn the 

6ICTORY�0OINTS�FOR�IT��SEE�EXAMPLE�ON�
NEXT�PAGE	��
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The Scriptorium indicates how 

many Victory Points each of 

the 5 categories is worth.
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The game is split into two phases:

�	�$URING�THE�Gift phase, players 

receive free cards.

�	�$URING�THE�Auction phase, 

players purchase cards in an auction.

Once these two phases are over, the 

winner in each category is determined 

AND�THE�CORRESPONDING�6ICTORY�0OINTS�
are awarded.

4HE�PLAYER�WHO�SCORES�THE�MOST�6ICTORY�
0OINTS�WINS�THE�GAME�

t Setup
0LACE�THE�3CRIPTORIUM�AT�THE�CENTER�OF�
the playing space and put one die on 

each of the categories, with the value 

“3” showing.

$EPENDING�ON�THE�NUMBER�OF�PLAYERS��
discard a certain number of cards from 

THE�DECK��SEE�CHART�ON�RIGHT	��4HE�
random cards to be removed should be 

drawn from the entire deck and thus 

may include any types of cards.

Then shuffle the remaining cards into a 

draw pile and place it face down.

s�2-player game 
$ISCARD���'OLD�CARDS����OF�EACH�
VALUE	��AND�THEN�AN�ADDITIONAL����
random cards.

s�3-player game
$ISCARD���'OLD�CARDS����OF�EACH�
VALUE	��AND�THEN�AN�ADDITIONAL����
random cards.

s�4-player game
$ISCARD���RANDOM�CARDS�

Value Category

Tie-breaking letter

Winning a Category
The category of a card is indicated 

by its symbol and its color. Its value 

in the corresponding category is 

indicated by the number in the top 

left corner. The card presented here 

IS�WORTH���-ANUSCRIPTS��ORANGE	��!T�
the end of the game, the players add 

up the values of all their Manuscript 

cards. The player who has the highest 

total wins the category and scores as 

MANY�6ICTORY�0OINTS�AS�INDICATED�BY�THE�
die of the Manuscript category. If two 

players are tied, the player who has the 

card with the letter closest to A wins 

the category. The other four categories 

are scored in the same way.
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t Playing the game
A game is split into 2 phases:

��	�'IFTS�AND���	�!UCTIONS�
Turn order is clockwise.

t�1IBTF��� GIFT PHASe
Select the first player through a 

METHOD�OF�YOUR�CHOICE��OLDEST�PLAYER��
FOR�EXAMPLE	��4HE�PLAYER�TAKING�A�TURN�
is called the “active” player.  

When you are the active player, you 

will “allocate” a designated number 

OF�CARDS��SEE�CHART�BELOW	��AND�
then give the remaining players an 

opportunity to draw a card from the 

public space.

In a 4-player game, the active 
player allocates 5 cards.

In a 3-player game, the active 
player allocates 4 cards.

In a 2-player game, the active 
player allocates 3 cards.

To ”allocate” a card means to draw a 

card, look at it, and then place it into 

one of three locations:

s�IN�FRONT�OF�YOURSELF��FACEDOWN	

s�INTO�THE�PUBLIC�SPACE��FACEUP	

s�INTO�THE�!UCTION�PILE��FACEDOWN	

9OU�MUST�ALLOCATE�PRECISELY���CARD�
to the space in front of yourself and 

PRECISELY���CARD�TO�THE�!UCTION�PILE��
The remaining cards must be allocated 

to the public space. After you have 

allocated the designated number of 

cards, the public space will always 

contain one card fewer than the 

number of players.

The cards are allocated one at a time. 

Thus, you draw a card, look at it, and 

then place it into one of the three 

locations. The process is repeated, one 

card at a time, until you have drawn 

and allocated the designated number 

of cards. 

Note: At the start of the game, 

when the first active player allocates 

a card to the Auction pile, this will 

begin the Auction pile. This pile will 

grow as the Gift Phase continues and 

these cards will be purchased during 

the Auction Phase.

Once you have allocated the 

designated number of cards, pick 

up the card that you allocated to 

your space, and add it to your hand. 

Then, starting with the player your 

left, each player draws a card from 

the public space and adds it to his/

her hand. In other words, after each 

TURN�OF�THE�'IFT�0HASE��EACH�PLAYER�S�
HAND�WILL�INCREASE�BY���CARD���3EE�
EXAMPLE�ON�NEXT�PAGE	�

Note: Players may look at the cards in 

their own hands at any time, but not 

at the hands of others. 

Once all the cards have been picked 

from the public space, your turn ends. 

The player to your left then becomes 

THE�ACTIVE�PLAYER��0LAYERS�CONTINUE�
TAKING�TURNS�IN�THE�'IFT�0HASE�UNTIL�THE�
DRAW�PILE�HAS�BEEN�EXHAUSTED�
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Note: The Gift phase is put on hold 

whenever a player acquires a Church 

card (see Special Rule for Church Cards).

t�1IBTF��� AuCTIon PHASe
!FTER�THE�'IFT�PHASE��THE�!UCTION�PILE�
is shuffled to make up a new draw 

pile, and its cards are auctioned one 

at a time.

The player who started the game 

as the first active player is the first 

active player in this phase, as well. 

On a turn, the active player reveals 

the topmost card of the draw pile and 

LAYS�IT�FACEUP�AT�THE�CENTER�OF�THE�
table. Then the players bid for the 

CARD��FOLLOWING�THE�RULES�EXPLAINED�
below. Once the card is acquired, the 

NEXT�PLAYER��TO�THE�LEFT�OF�THE�ACTIVE�
ONE	�BECOMES�THE�ACTIVE�PLAYER�

Note: Because it is easy to forget 

who the active player is in this 

phase, we recommend that the active 

player put the draw pile in front of 

herself.

Public space

Bob

active player

Steve

player 3 James

player 2

3 players: 4 cards to 

allocate
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Example of a Turn in the Gift Phase:  
Bob is the active player. It is a three-

player game, so he must allocate 4 

CARDS��(E�DRAWS�THE�lRST�CARD��LOOKS�AT�
it (and sees a “Monk 1”). He decides to 

allocate it to the Auction pile. He places 

it face-down in the Auction pile, so the 

other players do not see it. He draws the 

second card, looks at it, (a “Gold 1”) and 

allocates it to the public space by playing 

it face-up on the playing surface. He 

draws a 3rd card, a “Monk 2”, which he 

allocates face-down to the space in front 

OF�HIMSELF��(E�DRAWS�THE�lNAL�CARD�OF�HIS�
turn (a “Gold 2”), which he must allocate 

to the public space, since the other 

options are no longer available. 

After allocating cards, Bob picks up the 

card he allocated to himself and adds it 

to his hand. James, on Bob’s left, then 

chooses the “Gold 2” card from the 

public space, adds it to his hand. Steve 

takes the “Gold 1” card and adds it to 

his hand. Bob’s turn ends and then James 

must take a turn. 
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1) General auction rules

The active player flips the top card 

OF�THE�DRAW�PILE�FACEUP�TO�BEGIN�
an auction for that card. The player 

to the left of the active player must 

EITHER�BID�AT�LEAST����OR�PASS��4HEN��
in clockwise order, every other player 

either bids or passes. When bidding, 

you must bid higher than all prior 

bids in that particular auction. 

Once you have passed, you cannot 

bid again until a new card is being 

AUCTIONED��"IDDING�CONTINUES�IN�A�
clockwise fashion until only one 

player remains as the highest bidder.

Note: If all the players pass without 

anyone making a bid, the card is 

discarded and the active player’s turn 

is over.

The highest bidder pays the bid 

amount by discarding a certain number 

OF�CARDS�FROM�HER�HAND��SEE�SPECIFIC�
RULES�BELOW	�AND�ADDS�THE�AUCTIONED�
card to her hand. If the player cannot 

pay the bid, or chooses not to, she is 

penalized.

1FOBMUZ��The other players each take 

a card randomly from her hand and 

add it to theirs. The auctioned card 

is auctioned again and the penalized 

player cannot participate.

7BSJBOU��.FEJFWBM�CMVGG
The penalized player must discard 

��CARD�FROM�HER�HAND��TO�BE�CHOSEN�
randomly by the player to the left. 

4HE�PENALIZED�PLAYER�CAN�T�BID�DURING�
that auction.

The Auction phase continues until all 

the cards in the draw pile have been 

auctioned off or discarded.

�
�4QFDJmD�BVDUJPO�SVMFT�GPS�OPO�
Gold cards

When the active player flips a card 

THAT�IS�NOT�A�'OLD�CARD��I�E��THE�CARD�
IS�A�0IGMENT��-ONK��&ORBIDDEN�4OME��
(OLY�"OOK��-ANUSCRIPT��OR�#HURCH�CARD��
the following rules apply:

s�4HE�PLAYERS�BID�BY�ANNOUNCING�HOW�
MUCH�'OLD�THEY�ARE�WILLING�TO�PAY�

s�7HEN�PAYING��HIGHEST�BIDDER�CAN�USE�
ANY�COMBINATION�OF�'OLD�CARDS�FROM�
her hand.

s�!�PLAYER�MAY�BE�FORCED�TO�PAY�MORE�
'OLD�THAN�THE�BID��E�G���IF�A�PLAYER�
BIDS���'OLD��BUT�ONLY�HAS�A���'OLD�
CARD	�

s�4HE�PLAYER�WITH�THE�HIGHEST�BID�
SHOWS�THE�'OLD�CARDS�SHE�IS�USING�
to pay, discards them, and adds the 

acquired card to her hand.

s�Example: In a 3-player game, Bob is 

the active player. He flips a “Forbidden 

Tome 2” card. James, on Bob’s left, 

bids 1 Gold. Steve passes. Bob bids 3 

Gold. James bids 4 Gold. Bob passes. 

James pays the bid amount with one 

“Gold 2” card and one “Gold 3” card, 

then adds the “Forbidden Tome 2” 

card to his hand. Because James did 

not have exact change for his bid, he 

was stuck overpaying by 1 Gold.
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�
�4QFDJmD�BVDUJPO�SVMFT�
for Gold cards
When the active player 

FLIPS�A�'OLD�CARD�TO�BE�
auctioned, the following 

rules apply:

s�4HE�PLAYERS�BID�BY�ANNOUNCING�THE�
number of cards they wish to pay.

s�0LAYERS�MAY�PAY�WITH�ANY�TYPES�AND�
combination of cards they wish.

s�4HE�HIGHEST�BIDDER�PAYS�BY�PLACING�
the corresponding number of cards 

FACEDOWN�IN�THE�DISCARD�PILE��
without revealing their categories or 

values to the other players.

t Special Rule for 
 Church Cards
At any time during the game, as soon 

AS�A�PLAYER�ACQUIRES�A�#HURCH�CARD��
the game is immediately put on hold 

WHILE�THE�#HURCH�CARD�IS�PLAYED�AND�
then discarded.

Note: A Church card is acquired when 

a player chooses it during the Gift 

phase, or wins it during the Auction 

phase. During the Gift Phase, a Church 

card is not acquired when it is drawn, 

but when the active player keeps it for 

himself or when another player chooses 

it from the public space. A Church card 

placed in the Auction pile is not played 

at that point.

!�#HURCH�CARD�GIVES�ITS�OWNER�THE�
power to modify the number of 

6ICTORY�0OINTS�AVAILABLE�BY�ADJUSTING�
one or more dice on the Scriptorium. 

!�PLAYER�WHO�ACQUIRES�A�#HURCH�CARD�
may decide not to use it, in which 

case it is discarded.

s�!�h��h�CHURCH�CARD�WITH�
one die allows the player to 

increase the value of one 

CATEGORY�DIE�BY���POINT�

s�!�h�h�CARD�WITH�ONE�
die allows the player to 

decrease the value of one 

CATEGORY�DIE�BY���POINT�

s�!�h��h�CARD�WITH�TWO�DICE�
allows the player to increase 

the values of two category 

DICE�BY���POINT�EACH�

s�A�h�h�CARD�WITH�TWO�DICE�
allows the player to decrease 

the values of two category 

DICE�BY���POINT�EACH�

6
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s�!�CARD�WITH�BOTH�THE�
h��h�AND�THE�h�h�SYMBOL�
allows the player to 

increase or decrease the 

value of one category die 

BY���POINT�

Note: The power provided by a Church 

card with two dice must be used 

either on two separate category values 

or none. You may not modify one 

category value by two points.

Once its effects are applied, the 

#HURCH�CARD�IS�DISCARDED�

s�Example: During the Gift Phase, Bob 

acquires a Church card by allocating 

the first card (a “Church -1 with two 

dice”) to himself. He temporarily stops 

allocating cards in order to use the 

power of the Church card. He decides 

to decrease the value of the Holy 

Books from 2 to 1 and the value of the 

Pigments from 3 to 2. He adjusts the 

two dice accordingly and then resumes 

his turn.

t Winning the game
Once all the cards in the draw pile 

have been purchased or discarded, the 

players determine their values in each 

of the five categories.

The players group their cards by 

category and add up the values in 

each. The player with the highest 

total value in a given category wins 

THE�6ICTORY�0OINTS�FOR�THAT�CATEGORY�
and takes the corresponding die 

from the Scriptorium and places it 

in front of himself/herself , without 

changing its face.

Note: The numbers on the cards are not 

Victory Points, they are simply used to 

determine who wins in each category.

If two players are tied in a category, 

the player with the card in that 

CATEGORY�CLOSEST�TO�THE�LETTER�h!v��IN�
ALPHABETICAL�ORDER	�WINS�THE�CATEGORY��
After all the category winners have 

been determined, the players add the 

numbers on their dice. The player with 

THE�MOST�6ICTORY�0OINTS�WINS�THE�GAME��
If two or more players have the same 

TOTAL�ON�THEIR�DICE��THE�PLAYER��OF�THOSE�
TIED	�WITH�THE�MOST�'OLD�WINS�THE�
game. If there is still a tie, the player 

�OF�THOSE�TIED	�WHO�HAD�THE�HIGHER�
total value in the Monk category is 

THE�WINNER��)F�STILL�A�TIE��USE�THE�TIE
breaking letter to break the tie. If there 

is still a tie because none of the players 

HAD�-ONKS��USE�THE�NEXT�CATEGORY�ON�
THE�3CRIPTORIUM��0IGMENTS	��THEN�THE�
NEXT��ETC��UNTIL�THE�TIE�IS�BROKEN�

s�Example: The players determine their 

values in each category, starting with 

Monks. Bob has 3 Monk cards (2, 3, 

4), for a total of 9 Monks. 

Steve also has Monk cards for a total 

of 9. Steve however has a ”B” card 

whereas Bob only has a ”C ” card.  

So Steve wins the category. He takes 

the Monk die from the Scriptorium; 

the die earns him 5 Victory Points.  

The procedure is the same for the other 

categories. At the end, Bob wins 3 

categories. His dice show 2, 2, and 4 

for a total of 8 Victory Points. Steve’s 

dice show 5 and 3 for a total of 8 

Points too. They're tied, and Steve has 

more Gold, so Steve wins the game.
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#JCMJPT�JT�B�DBSE�HBNF�CZ�4UFWF�'JOO��
As head of a monastery during the Middle Ages, you compete against the other 

monasteries to become the one with the most wonderful library. In order to assemble 

your collection, you need to acquire the necessary pigments for decorative lettering, 

hire the best scribes, and reproduce the most precious works. You have a limited 

amount of gold at your disposal to accomplish this. The trick is to part with certain 

ITEMS�FROM�YOUR�COLLECTION�AT�JUST�THE�RIGHT�TIME��AND�TO�PAY�THE�LOWEST�PRICE�FOR�
which others will envy you. Finally, staying on good terms with the bishop means 

THAT�YOU�CAN�USE�HIS�INmUENCE�TO�MAKE�YOUR�LIBRARY�LOOK�THAT�MUCH�MORE�SPLENDID�

#AREFULLY�CHOOSE your 
Category cards during 

the Gift phase in an 

attempt to win one or 

more categories

Use the Church 
cards to

change the dice 

and affect the 

values of the 

categories

The dice on the 

Scriptorium show 

the respective 

values of each 

category

The Scriptorium lets 

everyone keep track of 

the changes in values 

for each category

To win, you must 

HAVE�THE�MOST�6ICTORY�
0OINTS�AND�YOU�WIN�
6ICTORY�0OINTS�BY�

winning a Category
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-ADE�IN�#HINA�
6ISUALS�ARE�NOT�BINDING��COLOR�AND�DETAIL�MAY�VARY�

#AUTIONÐ�
.OT�SUITABLE�
for children 

under three. 

Small parts 

might be 

swallowed. 

Informations 

to be kept.
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